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Database Access
Access the databases via the database link on the library
catalogue. If you are off campus, log on to your student
portal to access the databases via the library link.

ACCESS

Usernames and passwords are required to access the
databases from off campus. Please see the Librarian if you
are unsure of these credentials.

JSTOR
JSTOR covers a number of subject areas and is particularly
useful for the humanities. It provides a large number of
academic journals and articles in full-text which may be
downloaded or viewed online.
USING JSTOR
Type a search word or phrase into the search box. Narrow
or extend results with date range or subject. Download
articles as PDFs, read online, or view citation details.

D ATA B A S E S

OXFORD REFERENCE
Oxford Reference is an up-to-date, authoritative reference
resource with information on subject specific topics. It
contains overview pages, subject references, English and
bilingual dictionaries, timelines and quotations.
USING OXFORD REFERENCE
Type a search word or phrase into the search bar, refine
search by reference type, subject or content. Results can
be printed, saved and emailed.

OXFORD SCHOLARSHIP ONLINE
This academic monograph database provides high
quality books, chapters and abstracts available through
streamlined search functions. With material that is
frequently updated and expanded on, this is an excellent
research tool for students. Campion subscribes to 3
subject areas: History, Literature and Religion.
USING OXFORD SCHOLARSHIP
Type a search word or phrase into the search box, you
can then search within your results and filter results by
selecting different university presses, date ranges and
subjects.

Oxford Scholarship searches first for books that contain
your key words. You can also search for chapters within
books, a process which opens up a wider range of results.
To do this, look under “Search Results” and toggle option
from ‘books’ to ‘chapters.’

G A L E D ATA B A S E S
Gale offers a range of resources across subject areas and
includes a wide variety of user friendly content.
USING GALE DATABASES
For a majority of the Gale databases, type your search
word or phrase into the search box. Search within results
or limit results by content type, subject, publication date,
publication title, subject or discipline. Use the Topic Finder
to explore related subjects. View results as PDF or HTML,
or listen to the article via the audio option.
GALE ACADEMIC ONEFILE
Academic OneFile is an excellent source of peer-reviewed
content across academic disciplines.
WORLD HISTORY IN CONTEXT
World History in Context provides contextual information
on events, topics, people and places in world history.
Sources include academic journals, news articles,
magazines, primary source documents, images, audio files
and videos.
RELIGION & PHILOSOPHY COLLECTION
The Religion and Philosophy Collection provides access
to many journals and magazines that cover aspects of
religion, philosophy and anthropology.

GALE VIRTUAL REFERENCE LIBRARY
The Gale Virtual Reference Library provides a database
of reference sources including encyclopaedias on topics
across subject areas.
GALE LITFINDER
LitFinder provides access to many primary literary works
as well as secondary resources such as biographies and
topic overviews.
GALE SHAKESPEARE COLLECTION
The Shakespeare Collection contains extensive materials
supporting literary, historical and performance studies
focusing on Shakespeare. It includes facsimile copies
of the First Folio, the Gordon Crosse Theatrical Diaries,
criticism, reference works and reviews.
EDUCATOR’S REFERENCE COMPLETE
Educator’s Reference Complete provides access to content
in subject areas including education administration,
funding, technology, health education, child development
and psychology and bilingual education.
HEALTH REFERENCE CENTRE ACADEMIC
Health Reference Centre Academic contains medical
and professional articles, health magazines, reference
works and pamphlets covering subjects for nursing, allied
health and health researchers. The material is intended for
informational purposes.
PSYCHOLOGY COLLECTION
The Psychology Collection contains academic journals and
magazines that cover the study of psychology including
emotions, mind and personality.

FINE ARTS AND MUSIC COLLECTION
Fine Arts and Music Collection provides access to information
across subject areas including music, film, drama and art
history.
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES & POLICY COLLECTION
Environmental Studies and Policy Collection provides
access to sources that deal with environmental studies,
issues and policies. Diverse perspectives are included from
a variety of sources including government, the scientific
community and corporate interests.
LEGALTRAC
LegalTrac contains coverage of American law, British
Commonwealth Law, European Union and international
law with federal and state cases. Material is indexed with
some selected full-text for law reviews, legal newspapers,
specialty law and bar association journals.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE COLLECTION
Criminal Justice Collection provides access to content
covering law enforcement, compliance, security and
terrorism from academic articles and magazines.
COMMUNICATIONS & MASS MEDIA COLLECTION
Communications and Mass Media Collection contains
content across subjects in the field of communication
including linguistics, writing, advertising and public
relations.
COMPUTER DATABASE
Computer Database provides access to technical
publications in the electronics, telecommunications and
computer industries covering topics such as engineering,
communications, electronics, hardware and software.

Individual Journals
B R I T I S H C AT H O L I C H I S T O R Y J O U R N A L
Formerly titled Recusant History, this journal is published
on behalf of the Catholic Record Society and is a
platform for scholarship on British Catholic history and
development from the 15th century to present times.

T E LO S P R E S S J O U R N A L
This quarterly journal covers contemporary matters in
politics, philosophy, critical theory and culture. It provides
theoretical analysis of significant issues in the present age.

Free Resources
• New Catholic Encyclopaedia
• Perseus Digital Library
•	Sharing the Word: Educational Resources for
Catholic Ministry

